Victorian Planning Authority, Re: Amendment C156/PMP Printing Site.

Response to PMP Printing Site proposal, PMP Printing Precinct, Comprehensive Development Plan,
September 2020. Affected property:

General Comments
Note: Many of the concerns we expressed in our submission of 2019 have not been addressed so
they are again included here.
Purposes of the project.
The development is not being built for altruistic reasons; it is to be built principally for the financial
gain of developers and overseas investors. To suggest anything else is to insult the intelligence of
the community. If there was no anticipated profit there would be no development. It is all about
maximum financial return. The construction, like most modern developments will be done to the
minimum permissible standard which is, in our opinion, very low. The accommodation appears to be
the typical "dog box" type that we now see throughout Clayton. The PMP site is to have unsightly
eight story towers, perhaps now higher, to maximise the number of people who can be crammed
into the available space. Most families would not choose to live in overcrowded, high-rise "dog
boxes" with no garden or decent green space around them or safe spaces for children to play. This is
not a development intended for families.
Schools and open spaces
Clayton has insufficient schools, kindergartens and open green space to service the rapidly
increasing population resulting from the dramatic i111crease in development. The current Covid 19
pandemic has illustrated clearly that there is already insufficient open, green space for the current
residents. The PMP site needs to include a new primary school, kindergarten/preschool and open
space to accommodate the current. adjacent developments on the Clayton Primary School site and
the large development in the old Sigma site in Centre Road. The proposed, so-called open space, will
be inadequate for the number of residents in both the PMP site and the surrounding, existing
residential area. The proposed open space is a token gesture whether it meets inadequate
minimum standards or not. To have it bounded on four sides, in the current proposal, by six and
eight storey buildings (some possibly higher) will defeat the purpose of having it. It will be
depressing and claustrophobic without adequate sunlight. Effort must be made to ensure that open
space is a green space and indigenous native trees and vegetation are planted throughout the whole
development site. There must also be ongoing maintenance plans for vegetation after completion.
The artists drawings suggest introduced plants and concrete and brick desert landscapes. With the
rapid changes brought by anthropogenic climate change this configuration of buildings and
surrounds will generate extremely hot environments.
We draw your attention to item 1.2 page 2, Objective 06 of the PMP Printing Precinct,
Comprehensive Development Plan, September 2020 which states "To deliver safe and accessible
public spaces (including a town square, local streets and a central open space) that have access to
sunlight and contribute to a distinct sense of place."
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